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As parents we wish more than anything for 
our children to feel they can share with us 
their feelings and challenges. How can we 
foster such a relationship?

A key factor is validation. We’ve all heard 
of it but it’s not easy to implement. We 
may fear that validation equals approval 
and agreement. In truth however, valida-
tion lets our children know that we hear 
how they are feeling, can see why they 
feel that way and don’t blame them for it, 
and perhaps wish things could be different 
for them. Our children don’t expect us to 
agree with them but they do need us to ac-
cept and care about how they feel.

When it comes to our children we have 
a natural tendency - almost a desperate 
need - to fix things for them. We want so 
much for them to feel better that we can’t 
help but tell them the “solution” and why 
they “shouldn’t feel that way”. We hurt 
when we see their pain and we can be-
come almost upset with our children for re-
maining upset! Of course this doesn’t send 
the message we really wish for.

Husbands may be used to hearing that 
women often do not seek solutions, but 
simply want their husbands to hear and 

acknowledge – validate – their feelings. For 
children as well, validation can be most ef-
fective, even if we may feel like we are shirk-
ing our responsibilities by doing “nothing”.

What does validation sound like?

Child: My teacher is so mean; she gave us 
so much homework! Parent: Having so 
much homework can feel overwhelming! 
Child (with a weight off his shoulders be-
cause someone appreciated his feelings): 
Yeah…I better start on it now.

Child: I hate this house! There’s so much 
noise and no room for anything! Parent (ig-
noring the unintended insult): The house 
sure is busy when everyone’s home! You 
miss being able to just sit on the couch 
and read in peace and quiet. Child (with a 
feeling of relief): Yeah, I can’t wait till Friday 
night when the little kids are in bed. 

Paradoxically, if the parent were to offer 
the very same solutions the child would 
feel a need to fight them and find a hun-
dred reasons why they wouldn’t work.

With practice we can create an environ-
ment in our home where feelings can be 
shared without anyone feeling threatened 
and we might just achieve the relation-
ships we always hoped for.


